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DRAFT

NEMORANDUH TO TUE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. Concening Refinacing
f_ Exlrt -Crcd/its

Recommendation

"Regional development banks, in cooperation with other internationa
agencies, should take the lead in making available special funds for
the refinancing of export credits granted by developing countries,and in establishing regional export credit insurance facilities."l/

Background

This recommendation is one of several that derived from the Commission's
2/

arlysis of the trade problems of the developing countries. The Commission

fouid that while several developing countris are acquiring a catiacity to pro-

duct competitively priced capital goods, they are haimercd in their cfforts

to sell such goods abroad, generally to other devepling tout- Is, by their

inability to offer export credits (or credits to prchasers) On terms cm-

parable to those offered by suppliers in developed rontrtue.; whn hrvn access

to highly developed export credit schemes.

The lack of adequate credit insurance arrangetrzntq was als', cited by the

Comminsio:: as a factor inhibiting the growth of expoit cr-dirs Sad this of

exports of capital goods from the developing countries. It pointd out tit,

although some developing countries have succeeded in establishing export

credit insurance facilities, others have been hampered by hUgh cosis. "In
"there are

this area", it said, / large economies of scale, and rbt developing countries

would find it advantageous to participate in multinational and regional export
3/

credit insurance schemes."

./ Report, page 98.

2/ See also the memoranda analyiing Recommendations Nog. 3 and 4.

3/ Report, page 96.
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Analysis

This recommendation is addressed primarily to the regional development

banks. However, it relates to a problem that is also of concern to the World

Bank. The Commission correctly observes that "The granting of export

credits amounts to a medium- to long-term loan to the importers by the export-

ing country" and that most developing countries can ill afford to forego the

foreign exchange earnings from their capital goods exports for the periods
1/

covered by such credits.

A facility for refinancing the credits extended to exporters of capita

goods by national agencies in the Aeveloping countries would enable such

countries to realize promptly tneir foreign exchange earnings from capital

goods exports. This is clearly desirable, both to strengthen their current

payments balpnces, anr tn encoura-e further diversification of their exports

by promoting the production and sale of capital goods which they are able to

produce at tzmpetitre priCes. As the broad objective of the internaticnal

developrient finance institutions is to encourage the development of the

whole economy of each of their mcober countries towards a greater degree of

viability, it would sem to be encirely appropriate for such institutions to

use some of their resources to promote facilities for refinancing export

credits and thus encourage production for export.

It is robable that most of he export credits covered by af refinancing

scheaiie w ld be in the range of 3 to 10 years' duration. Whil/ the individual

export credits would, there 7 e, lie in the short sector of e range of

cre ts normally made by i ernational development finance institutions, the

r finaninr credits then elves need not be directly rel ted to the terms of

the tndividual export tredits granted by the national Institutions. Such

1/ Ibid.
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refinanc ng credits would be nalogous to the credit' frequently exte dad by

this ank and by regional development banks to agr cultural credi agencies

an development finance ompanies.

The size of the problem should not, however, be exaggerated. There are

relatively few developing countries in a position to produce competitively

significant quantities of potentially exportable capital goods requiring

financing of the export credit type, although a substantially larger number

produce some goods of this character.fAs the Commission notes, several of

the more industrially advanced developing countries already have institutional

arranZ;;ments for financing such exports, but they are hamnered by foreign

exchange stringency as to the amount and terms of the credits thev are able to

provide

The problen under consideration first became seriws in sotiq of the

larger Latin American countries in the late 1950s.. In cesponca, the Inter-

American Development Bank (IADB), in 1963, establishLd a fazility for cefi-

nancing export credits granted by institutions in its meatber countries for

sales within the region of items on a prescribed list of capital goods; the

amount of refinancing for any export credit under this crneme is lim'.tcd Lo

?O% of the invoiced price. Under this facility the IADB, as of December 31,

1969, had extended 11 lines of credit, totalling $41 million. Both the Asian

Development Bank and the African Development Bank have been stvdying the prob-

lem of refinancing export credits granted by their member countries, although

no decision to mount such a program has yet been taken by either organization.

If the regional development banks are prepared to take the lead

in this area of financing, I believe that the World Bank should be

willing to provide such appropriate assistance as the regional banks

may request. The IADB already has gained considerable experience
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in this field and it would seem clearly undesirable for us to duplicate the

facility it has created for the Latin American countries.- The other regional

banks have sufficient financial resources to create similar facilities for

their members, and since neither we nor they have yet acquired expertise in

this field of financing, I see no reason for us to seek to develop it if they

are prepared to do so.

nrt lu the-esshiilty that one

or more of our developing member countries might apply to the Bank Group forA
assistance in financing some appropriate institutional 6cchanisr. designed to

facilitate export sales of capital goods produced within the country. If, in

such a case, the member country cannot 'obtain necessary financing from a

regional develLpment bank, and if the financin, requested fills a priority need

t the light :f the country's over-all development program, I believe we should

bz: pre-parad to cpprovid~ingit

There remains for consideration that part of the Commission's recomienak-

tion rc3ating to the establishment of regional export credit insurance facilttie9.

The U.N. SecLCtariat, which recently prepared a descriptive analysis of export

credit -ad export credit insurance schemes of .SlaRe" developing countries, is

in tha process of bringing that analysis up to date, and adding material on a

twelfth country. At a later stage, the Secretariat plans to evaluate the ade-

quacy of these arrangements. But so far as I am aware, there exists at present no

analysis of the extent to which facilities of national institutions in the developir,

coutries are adequate to protect exporters against the risk of loss on export

credit, or the extent to which the absence or inadequacy of such facilities

discourages producers of capital goods from selling to foreign buyers on

credi terms. Clearly, if there is a need to supplement such national
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insurance facilities as may be available to exporters within the developing

countries, this is an appropriate field for action, as the Commission sug-

gests, for the regional development banks, particularly as a complement to

such export credit refinancing facilities as they may decide to establish.

The C missiondid not suggest that the W rld Bank should tal- actio in

tNis field nd I do not opose that I should.

Conclusion

I hope that, in accordance with the Commission's recommendation, the

renional developnent banks will take the lead in providing facilities for

r2fiarncing export credits extended by the developing countries and, if

they find it oesirable, in creacing regional export credit insurance facili-

ties. If there is any asbistance which the regional banks feel that this

Bank can extend in this matter, I believe that we shouLd offer %'r cooper,--

tien. I .hanc,~'aThT~rproprtnte'na-n-
to cunsider

be satisfied by a regional bank, the Ba aop nhoul" itself e ared pro-

viding inance directly to expv inancing institutions eSt aind by

its 4 velrping mem 4count es.

Robert S. McNamara
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. McNamara DATE: March 26, 1970

FROM: Richard H. Demuth jq

SUBJECT: Pearson Commission Recommendations

Attached are drafts of five more memoranda analyzing six Pearson
Commission recommendations: No. 3, on financing of buffer stocks;
No. 5, on refinancing of export credits; No. 8, on assistance in ap-
praising the terms of export credits; No.jj, on an "early warningr/(
system; and Nos. 20 and 21 (combined) on financing for technicaljfr
assistance.

The "early warning" memorandum has been cleared with the IMF. I
have also asked Ed Martin for his comments on that memorandum, in
view of DAC's interest and the reference to OECD in the recommenda-
tion. His comments have been dispatched but not yet received. I have
no reason to think that they will suggest any change in substance, but
of course I shall let you know if they do.

The position is now that 14 memoranda, covering 15 recommenda-
tions, have gone to the Board; nine more (including the attached),
covering 10 recommendations, have been submitted to you. That leaves
eight to go.

Attachments (5)
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Approved as modified, on the assumption
it has been cleared by Knapp and Fried-
man (or Kavanaugh) and, where appropriate,
Schweitzer.

RMcN



DRAFT
February 6, 1970

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Recommendation No. 11 Concerning an "Early Warning System

Recommendation

"In regard to the possible excessive use of export credits, a strong-

'early warning system' based on external debt reporting should be
1/ -

evolved by the OECD and the World Bank."

The recommendation appears in the context of the Commission's revie

of some of the problems arising from the increasing volume of export credits

extended to developing countries, particularly as a consequence of the fact

that these credits are obtainable with relative ease and that they sometimes

are accepted without adequate scrutiny of the price of the goods financed

or of the purposes for which the goods are to be used. The Commission, while

commenting that export credits have a part to play in development, adds that

their imprudent use involves very real dangers, and notes that excessive

extension of such credits to developing countries has in some cases given
2/

rise to acute debt crises.

The report suggests that the Bank fix ceilings on export credits to
A

countries which are "in the danger zone from the standpoint of debt liabili-

ties and interest burden", and that credits beyond the ceilings should be

given "significantly less favorable treatment than other claims" in any
3/

debt rescheduling.

1/ Report, page 123.

2/ Report, page 16.

3/ Report, pages 121-2.
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This suggestion was not incorporated in the formal recommendation quoted

above because, we are informed by members of the Commission's staff, the

Commission recognized that it would be difficult to establish a ceiling, to

determine precisely which credits exceeded the ceiling, and to arrange that

these credits be given relatively unfavorable treatment in debt reschedulings.

The Commission hoped, however, that the suggestion might be usef l as a

starting point for consideration of an expanded role for the Bank in making

recommendations concerning the appropriate volume and terms of all types of

long-term capital flows to all coyntries which have a debt problem. The

report also proposes that the Bank be given responsibility for "issuing
1'

definitive recommendations against further encouragement of export credits to
1/

countries which are in the danger zone."

Staff members have informed us that the Commission was aware that the

International Monetary Fund (IMF) already performs some of the proposed

functions - for example, it frequently recommends ceilings on certain types

of credit for countries seeking IMF stand-by arrangements. They added that

there had been a reference to the IMF, as well as to the Bank, in an earlier

text of the recommendation, but that it had been inadvertently omitted from

the final version.

Analysis

I welcome the Commission's action in calling attention to the disruptive

consequences of an injudicious use of export credits and excessive reliance

upon them, and I agree that the Bank can, and should, play a role in helping

to avert debt crises. -41we*.. I believe that we can be most effective in

1/ Report, page 121.
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this matter if our counsel is addressed to our developing country members

rather than to the creditor countries. Debtor governments are in many cases

poorly informed of the extent of the country's indebtedness, notably where

large public or private corporations are able to make commitments without

a government guarantee. And even where some officials are well aware of

the debt situation, a warning from a relatively impartial external source

could strengthen the hand of those who favor corrective action.

Creditor countries, on the other hand, do not appear to expect or to

need warnings of impending debt crises from theA Bank to supplement those

which they receive from other sources. The Berne Union of export credit

insurance agencies already provides a kind of early warning through its

work in identifying sharp increases, or "surges", in the use of export credits.

Members of the Union exchange information on outstanding credits of this

character at regular meetings, where they also compare data on terms and con-

ditions for different borrowers and evaluate data on other economic variables

in a country with a surging inflow of such credits.

There are good reasons why a surge in the flow of export credits is a

useful (although not a certain) indicator of debt difficulties. The pressures

of sales competition often assure thcontinued availability of export credits,

even at times of obvious financial crisis At-Ihey cangusually be obtained more

quickly and more easily than official credits, which are normally extended

only after a careful look at the prospective borrower's ability to repay.

Tho problem is complicated by the fact that governments of

countries which are the principal sources of export credits often have
little control over the more or less autonomous ins th countries exert con-

grat o guraneeexport credits. 4xp iters in thsconrisexr cn
tinuous prpgsure onuch institutions 

o make credi easily available

without rferencg'to the position of borrowing countries)
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Commercial bank credit is also very sensitive to changes in the market evalua-

tion of a country's creditworthiness. Thus, with other sources of credit

unavailable, a country whose shortage of foreign exchange is becoming acute

is likely to resort to export credit financing for imports of equipment and

other goods, especially for projects under way; a surge of export credits to

that country is often the result, and it may occur before delays in service

payments give a more definite sign of financial difficulty.

Attempts have been made in the past to bring about organized interna-

tional cooperation by creditor countries in establishing mechanisms or reach-
l/

ing agreement on principles for dealing with problem cases. These efforts

have been largely unsuccessful. Instead of undertaking joint efforts, in-

dividual Berne Union members have generally adopted a variety of restrictive

measures, e.g., raising premium rates and reducing the proportion of insur-

ance coverage on export credit transactions with the debtor country con-

cerned. The normal "float" of short-term bank credit is likely to be

reduced at the same time. But while these measures help to limit the exposure

of the financing and insuring agencies, they do not prevent the occurrence

of a debt crisis and indeed may even provoke one.

1/ See a recent IMF study, prepared at the request of the U.N. Conference
on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), "The Use of Commercial Credits by
Developing Countries for Financing Imports of Capital Goods," SM/69/203,
December 31, 1969, page 57 et seq. See also a study by the staff of
the Bank, also prepared at the request of UNCTAD, "Suppliers' Credits
from Industrialized to Developing Countries," Revised edition, April 3,
1967, pp. 8-10.

This whol range

reviewed in the Development 
Assistance Committ e of

the OEC. 'IX reula echange of information and views among gove ents
t e D egu ngetor developing countries can hel

of countries which provide export credits t elo i cti n

9? identify difficult debt situationis and pla n timely remedial action.-'~.
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As the Commission notes, "Fundamentally, the task of preventing the

excessive use of export credits for projects of low priority must be that

of the individual developing country."!' There are, however, a number of

things which the Bank can and, I believe, should do to assist those de-

veloping countries determined to prevent their debt problems from reach-

ing an acute stage.

First, we can help member governments to improve their debt manage-

ment and reporting systems; we are in fact doing this through special

missions in some cases and through country economic missions in others.

Second, we can continue our efforts to improve the scope and quality of

our information on long-term debt, from both the creditor and debtor

sides. Missions, both the special missions referred to above and country

economic missions, are one vehicle for improving the collection and quality

of data from the debtor countries; we also receive and provide information

through arrangements with the regional banks. The joint, system for col-

lecting data on long-term loans from the creditor governments, agreed a few

years ago between the Bank and the OECD, is beginning to be productive, and

we are working with the IMF in trying to obtain statistics on short-term

debt. Third, because lack of information and divided counsel can contrib-

ute to delay in a debtor country's decision to deal with an impending debt

crisis, we can, in cooperation with the IMF, help to assure that appropriate

officials in borrowing countries are informed, fully and in good time, when

a debt crisis appears to be looming. Finally, at the invitation of the

1/ Report, page 121.
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borrowing country and its creditors, the Bank and the IMF can help to

formulate a corrective program.

The last two steps would respond directly to the Commission's recommen-

dation. The first two are necessary pre-conditions. The annex to this

memorandum describes the analytical work on debt being undertaken by the /j

Bank in cooperation with the IMF. It should be possible for the two institu-

tions, on the basis of that work and the financial data available to them,

in some cases to identify debt problems before the stage of dangerous surges

in export credits or of delay in service payments is reached, and to warn the

debtor. Warnings about debt must, of course, be given in confidence. A

public warning of impending debt difficulty can become a self-fulfilling

prophecy; by encouraging creditor country restrictions on credit and insur-

ance, or by discouraging lenders and insurers even without the imposition of

such restrictions, it can provoke a crisis which might otherwise have been

postponed or even avoided.

Once a debt problem is identified, the Bank and the IMF could also, if

the interested parties wish them to do so, work out a corrective program,

indicating both the financial measures to be taken by the debtor and targets

for the mix of financial flows to be sought from creditors (e.g., a recom-

mended upper limit to flows on conventional terms and a recommended minimum

for flows on concessional terms). Me

Under its standby arrangements the IMF has frequently worked out, with a

prospective borrower, a plan to limit external borrowings to a level con-

sistent with progress toward a solution of that country's debt problem.
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Similarly, the Bank has on occasion, usually in the framework of a consortium

or consultative group, suggested the amount and the terms of external finan-

cial flows which would be appropriate to the recipient country's financial

situation. I believe that the two institutions could usefully combine their

efforts, where appropriate, to deal with developing debt crises. The Managing

Director of the IMF shares this view.

Conclusion

I believe that the Bank can play a useful role in providing information,

with due regard to confidentiality, to individual developing country members

in the early stages of an impending debt crisis. We shall, accordingly,

continue to work with the IMF to improve the timeliness of warning signals

which can be given to those members with respect to the accumulation of ex-

ternal debt, particularly in the form of export credits. Our projections of

the debt service ratio and use of other analytical techniques, together with

the steadily improving financial information available to us and to the IMF,

should provide a basis for estimating the likelihood that a debt crisis will

develop. Together, the two institutions should be able, when invited to do so,

to help in the formulation of the two principal components of a corrective pro-

gram: financial plans for the debtor and aid plans for the creditors. We shall

also continue to keep in close touch with the Development Assistance Committee

of the OECD, which is very much concerned with the problems discussed in this

memorandum.

Robert S. McNamara
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ANNEX

The analytical work done by the Bank staff suggests that one of the

most significant indicators of the growth of a debt problem at an early

stage is the debt service ratio of the country concerned. Attached is a

table which gives summary information on 22 debt reschedulings arranged

for 12 developing countries between 1964 and 1969; it compares the debt

service ratios of the latter with those of 35 other developing countries

for which data are readily available.

The debt service ratios in the year in which a rescheduling occurred

and in the following year presumably reflect approximately the consensus

among creditors as to what the debtor could reasonably be expected to pay.

The ratios in those years averaged about 17%, ranging from around 24% in

the upper quartile to about 9% in the lower. The average of 17% for

cases of rescheduling may be compared with a 7% average for countries

which did not reschedule in the period. Only one country, Mexico, suc-

ceeded in sustaining an average debt service ratio higher than 17% with-

out a rescheduling during the period. While the data are not conclusive,

they suggest that the risk of debt crisis is relatively high for a coun-

try with an average debt service ratio in the general range of 15% and

above.

It should be noted, on the other hand, that much lower debt service

ratios have been associated with several reschedulings. It may be con-

cluded that there are limitations on the usefulness of the data on debt

service ratios as indicators of the burden of debt. One of the limita-

tions is that the debt service ratio is normally defined to exclude short-

term debt of maturity below one year as well as unguaranteed private debt;
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these types of debt can contribute significantly to a crisis. A second limita-

tion is that it may not be the most appropriate index for countries which are

members of a larger currency area; in such cases the pressure of debt service

on the government budget alone may be the critical problem, rather than any

shortage of foreign exchange for the economy as a whole. A third limitation

is that a number of circumstances may affect the ability of a country to ser-

vice its debt, e.g., the level of its reserves (including access to IMF re-

sources), the availability of new capital, the rate of growth of GNP, the

degree of fluctuation of exports, and the ability to restrict imports. Dif-

ferent combinations of such factors have been and are being tested for their

predictive value by Bank staff, by the Development Assistance Committee of

the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, and by other

bodies. Variants of the debt service ratio are also being tested, taking

account, for example, of the level of debt outstanding and of the proportion

of debt attributable to export credits.

The quality and completeness of the debt statistics affect our ability

to analyze debt situations. We are working closely with OECD in an attempt

to improve statistics on medium and long-term debt. Extension of our informa-

tion on the short-term end of the maturity spectrum could be particularly

valuable. Through various channels we have already received some information

on this, and we are now consulting with the IMF on ways of amplifying and

systematizing it.

In addition to examining the historical record of debt service ratios,

the staff is undertaking long-range forecasts of these ratios and other
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ANNEX cont' d

economic variables, as an aspect of our regurtsr creditworthiness analyses.

This forecasting, like the warnings to debtor countries, must of course

be conducted in confidence. The earlier years of the long-range projec-

tions can be particularly useful for the purposes of "early warning".

After these projections are cons ered in conjunction with the country-

by-country analyses which the Bank and the IMF prepare, it should be

possible to arrive at a reasonable estimate of the likelihood of a debt

crisis for each developing member country.
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DERT SERVICE RATIOS (OSa7
b/

Showing cases of debt renegotiation (6T

DSR Debts Renegotiated

Average Amounts
7 Cooniries 1916-1968 1964 1965 126 1967 196 Classes (M1968onf o S 2A)

Irw A e 2o,6 R 25.0 21.6 26.6 37.2 22.5 2h.1 S 200 slitiiccoral

.ncc 25.0 21.0 21.0 27. 28.0 22.0 22.0 - -

213 26.6 R 18.8 23.9 27.0 25.2 30.2 P/ O;S 70 multilt rin

23.5 20.0 7 R n.A. n.A. R 27.5 n.a. S n.a. bilsiral

h La 20.3 n.s. n.a. T. 19.0 27U7 24.0g/ - -

.135 n.a. n.a. R n.a. R n.a. R 19. R n.a. 60;S n.e. biLi -ci

t 19.0 n.a. n.a. n.A. n.A. 23.0 B;O;S 70:5 Lilatre
ii A ~ 10.3 12.6 17.7 182 226 T=8, R 23.3 I;0;S l ;lUS mltikat-c

17.5 18.5 A 16.9 17.6 18.6 3 n.a. O;S utIIII4rI

hr'y 16.6 19.0 R 17.0 16.0 15.0 16.0 17,0 0;5 210 ciuiratr-i
11.2 10.5 -7 R 11.7 20.7 21.2 23.5 B;S 135 itael

tn1 10.7 11.3 11.9 11.6 16.6 17.7 -
12.2 13.1 11.5 11.6 11.5 13.2 8.5 2/ -
11.6 n. n.a. R n.a. R n.a. 11.6 7.1 0;S }1u;110;53 ccili

no 1a7 8. 3.0 21.0 T77 - .7 - 1
0

.0 -
lb 10.2 8.1 8.2 10.1 10.6 13.7 13.0 - -

c.5 7.b B.1 10.3 10.1 11.1 9.25/ -
Irra 9.1 n.a. n.a. 7.A 11.6 8.8 n.a. - -

do6 6.0 7.0 9.0 13.0 R 9.0 R 11.0 8;0;S 50;d5 :siltr5i

6,2 8.0 a.0 6.0 8.0 -Y. T.0/ -
8.1 6.1 6.1 7.8 10.0 10.3 ne. - --

1.3 1.7 11.1 7.5 12.1 9.5 - -

11.6 n.a. n.S. R 1.0 f/ 5.7 R 13.1 n.a. S 1701100 cLti il

7.5 10.7 5.8 -. 7~ 7.3 7 n.a. - -

7.t n.a. 7.0 n.a. 7.0 n.a. n.a. -
7. 3.5 7.5 8.6 6.0 n.a. n.s. -

oa, ia 6.6 6.6 5.1 5.1 9.6 6.2 7.6 p/
6 5.5 5.1 5.1 9.3 6.1 6.z?/ - -

5.s 6,6 4.1 3.6 5.6 9.1 11.3 / - --

5.? 4.1 5.7 L.6 5.7 6.1 n.a. -
K 5.3 n.a. n.a. 2.9 5.7 7.2 11.3 -
:1 agaL.6 3.9 L.1 1.8 5.1 5.0 5.2 p/ --

tn1; v.6 3.9 1.4 1.0 1.8 6.o n.a. - -

ic 1.6 1.9 3.0 2.6 5.5 6.8 10.0 - -
1.1 1.1 3.9 b.1 1.6 3.6 / - -

Indd Iocag .3 7.0 3.1 2.8 2.8 3.3 1.1 - -

3.7 2.2 2.6 1.3 5.6 n.a. 5.2 E/ - -
tarlmdo3.6 3.1 3.5 3.3 3.d 1.2 3.5 - -

13.1 .2 3.6 3.7 2.7 3.0 3.0 p-
in 3.2 3.7 3.5 2.7 2.6 3.6 5.1 - -
rda' 2.7 2.5 2.2 3.3 n.e. n.a. n.a.

2. n.a. n.a. 3.0 2.3 2.0 n.a. - -

2,9 2.9 2.6 2.2 2.1 1.7 2.1 T/ - -

ica 2.3 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.5 3.3 3.9 j/ - -
1.9 2.1 2.0 1.6 1.6 2.2 n.a. - -

.alayv a 1.6 1.3 1.2 1.3 2.0 2.2 3.1 P/ - -
Ysceiaela 1.5 2.3 1.1 1.2 1.4 n.a. n.a. - -

a Ivi c parener cc xtenal official nd officially guaranteed debt of maturity of or year or more, as a percentage of exports of goods wIJ iiL.
6' rcudc all deb renegotiations on which comparable data have thus far been collected. (Liberia had bilateral enegotietions in 1963 and l 9, but

Itoansi on a comparable basis is not available.)
rclada es svice 'o IIcrL-turm and unguaranteed private debt.

o a ad as cxport. CC goode only.
- .0 c nI carn 0 Ii cne ertible orronciea only.
Otwhan is dcbt e:re In 1%6 was mostly in maturities of less tan I year, which are not included in the DSR.

L (cverciai Sent loans); M(IBRD loans); O(Official loans); S(Suppliers' Credite).
/ Projacted on basis of incomplete data for 1969.

data comiled by omparative Data lavisio (Zconneics Department) from Country Program Papers. The data are subject to continuous updating and reeicmion.

Development Financo Studios
March 9, 1970
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MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS , -

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendations Nos. 20 and 21 Consernin 11

for Technical Assistance

Recommendations

"Donors should give financial assistance for local recurring expen-

ditures and for equipment, transport, and other supplies in connec-

tion with technical assistance projects."

"Loans for projects should include a greater component of technical
2/

assistance."

B akgousnd

These recommendations appear in the portion of the Commission's report

which is devoted to consideration of ways in which technical assistance,

both bilateral and multilateral, might be reoriented to make it contribute
3/

more effectively to economic development.

The first of the two recommendations is preceded by the Commission's

observation that technical assistance which is offered "ostensibly" as a

grant may in fact "represent a considerable cost" to the recipient coun-

try, which must not only contribute to the salaries of expatriate experts

but also provide them with housing, local transport and office facilities.

The Commission suggests that, "As a measure to offset the large and growing

costs to recipients, donors should, in supplying experts and teams of

technicians, commit themselves to provide the needed equipment, supplies,

1/ Report, page 190.

2/ Ibid.

3/ See also the memoranda analyzing Recommendations Nos. 19 and 22.
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and operational support necessary to make technical assistance fully
1/

effective."

The considerations which led to the second of the recommendations

do not emerge clearly from the immediate context. However, read in the

light of the full discussion of technical assistance in the report and

against the background of papers prepared for the Commission by its

staff, the recommendation appears to reflect not only concern that recip-

ients do not appreciate the true cost of technical assistance but also

concern that technical assistance is not always related, or is insuffi-

ciently related, to specific development objectives and priorities. The

Commission felt that the relevance of technical assistance, as well as

the recipient's commitment to such assistance as an instrument of devel-

opment, might often be better assured if the assistance were provided as

part of a project loan.

It appears that in making these recommendations the Commission had

primarily in mind technical assistance from bilateral sources. However,

the recommendations are in principle equally applicable to the interna-

tional agencies.

Analysis

I am in complete agreement with the Commission that developing coun-

tries should be made aware, before accepting technical assistance, of the

true cost to them of such assistance. But I also believe that the way

to maximize the development contribution of technical assistance, from

whatever source and on whatever terms it may be provided, is to assure that

1/ Report, pages 182-3.
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the assistance is directed to a specific and priority development objective.

So directed, the benefits of the assistance to the recipient government

should more than justify the government's contribution to its cost.

As stated in my memorandum analyzing the Commission's Recommenda-
1/

tion No. 19, the relevance and priority of technical assistance can most

effectively be assured if it is integrated with capital assistance in the

framework of an overall development strategy. That is a principal purpose

of our expanded program of country economic missions, with which represen-

tatives of the UNDP and of other specialized agencies are being associated:

we are helping the governments of developing country members to draw up

development programs covering every major sector of the economy and includ-

ing an analysis of both investment and preinvestment priorities. To facili-

tate the preparation of these integrated country development programs,

Bank economic missions will be collecting information on current and pro-

posed preinvestment studies and related technical assistance. The reports

of these missions, which are to be made available not only to the government

concerned but to other sources of capital and technical assistance, bi-

lateral and multilateral, will include recommendations concerning the Prin-

cipal preinvestment surveys and studies required to carry out the country's

development program and the relative priority of those requirements.

As for the manner of financing technical assistance, I agree with the

Commission that an effective technique to assure the desired relevance and

priority is to incor orate funds for technica- assistance in a project loan

or credit. ThiL.-4-4!nn-femtour normal practioe when a borrower needs

1/ SecM70-92, dated March 6, 1970.
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assistance in administering or operating the project being financed, in

planning for future expansion of that project, or tn preparing additional

similar or closely related projects. We n this way a

variety of technical assistance: training abroad of nationals of the

borrowing country; services of engineering, management, accounting or

financial consultants; employment of expatriate staff for advisory, opera-

tional or training services ;and feasibility studies for future expansion.

In fiscal year 1969, 54 project loans and credits aggregating

$747 million (out of the year's total financing of $1.78 billion in

122 loans and credits) included $39.5 million for technical assistance.

Of this amount, $29 million was provided for the services of experts or

consultants to help in the execution of the project being financed during

its early stages, $9.1 million for feasibility studies designed to identify

possible future projects, and $1.5 million for overseas training and fellow-

ships. In the first six months of t e current fiscal ear, 16 proj t loans

and credits aggregating $241 mill n (out of a tota of 35 loans d credi

aggregat g $636 million) hav ncluded a total o $8 million r techni 1

assis ance: $5.1 million f experts and cons tants, $2.6 llion for ea-

s ility studies and $ ,000 for training d fellowships. We have found

that the inclusion, in a loan or credit, of funds to finance technical

assistance not only achieves the objectives identified by the Commission,

but expedites project implementation and encourages the efficient use of

consulting services, often by affording continuity from one project to another.

It seems likely that, as our lending program expands, the technical assist-

ance component of lending operations will increase.
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When a country is iW need of technical assistance unrelated to a

project being financed by the Bank or IDA, as for example a sector study

or a feasibility study for an entirely new project, it is our policy,-ae-

hpe E jY& Direcnra o r.to ascertain whether the United Ittions

Development Programme (UNDP) is prepared to provide financing and, if so,

to help the government concerned in arranging for it. The UNDP is the

member of the United Nations family with primary responsibility for finan-

cing preinvestment studies, and finances them on a grant basis. Since cur-

rent UNDP procedures now permit quick of small projects and early

initiation of larger projects, any Bank Group financing of technical assist-

ance outside of a project loan or credit is likely to be undertaken only

in very exceptional circumstances.

The recommendation ncerned with financing of local recurr ex-

penditures has relev ce principally for such technical assist ce as

support of educati and training facilities or applied rese ch institutes,

which involve si eable recurring costs of operation and ma tenance. This

type of assis ce, although a major component of UNDP p investment activity,

has so far layed only a minor role in technical assi ance projects which

we hav financed, or for which we have served as E cuting Agency for the

U . The principal item of expense in the tec ical assistance which we

provide is the foreign exchange cost of the rvices of expatriate consultants

and experts. In any event, it has consis ntly been Bank policy to require

the recipient country to contribute to he cost of technical assistance, as

an earnest of the government's seri sness of purpose and its commitment to
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the undertaking fo which the assistance is provi ed. I believe that this

policy should ntinue. Moreover, since devel ment assistance funds are not

unlimited o the extent that donors financ the local recurring costs of

techn al assistance projects, as the Co ssion suggests, the funds avail-

a e for other priority projects are educed.

The Commission has alid proposed that donors should finance equipment,

transport and other supplies associated with a technical assistance project.

It is customary Bank practice to meet all foreign exchange costs of such

projects. These include, in addition to the principal item of experts'

services, the costs of transporting personnel (and their families) to and

from the recipient country, and of purchasing vehicles imported for trans-

port within the country in connection with the project, and other equipment

and supplies not available locally. Governments are called upon to provide

only those services, materials, equipment and supplies available within the
1/

country.

Conclusion

I believe that the Bank a effectively helpMW' to achieve the objec-

tives of the two recommendations to which this memorandum is directed

JizCemphasis on integrated country development programs. Insofar as these

identify the technical assistance projects required to implement priority

investment projects, they will help to assure that technical assistance offered

to the developing countries is relevant to the needs of those countries and

I/ Similarly, the UNDP requires a counterpart contribution and a contribution

toward local operating costs.
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As for technical assistance
closely related to World Bank Group
projects, I believe provision for the
financing of such assistance should be
included in our loan4 and credits. It
seems likely that, as our lending
program expands, the technical assist-
ance component of our lending operations
will increase.



that their contributions t the cost of technicqi assistance are well spe t.

As for technical assistance

should el

r dhos excep-
A

tional cases where we nance technical isistance independ t f a pr ect

lo or credit, t we should con ue to require a lo I rrency ntri-

bution- recipient.

RobertS. McNamara
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NEUORANI)UM TO TIlE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: PLlrs93 Commission Recoimmendation No. 19 Concerning Interra tion _of
TechnicaL aniCapital Assistance

Reommendaion

"We recommend that multilateral and bilateral technical assistance be more

closely initrated with capital. assistance."l/

La ct:a rund

This recommendation appears in the context of the Commission's consideration

of ways to make aid more effective, and is one of several proposals concerned with
2/

technical assistance. The Commission comments that technical assistance "often

develops a life of its own, little related either in donor or recipient countries

to national or global development objectives". It adds that technical assistance

"should form part of any development aid program both at the sectoral level and

at the project level", that it is "often necessary in advance of project selection

to ensure that the right choices are made and that necessary preparatious take

place", and that it "must often continue throughout the construction stage and well
3/

beyond in order to ensure that the investment comes to full fruition."

1/ Report, page 181.

2/ See also the memoranda analyzing Recommendations Nos.20, 21 and 22.

3/ Report, page 180.
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I agree completely with the Commission's view of the importance of assuring

a proper relationship between technical and financial assistance. Most of the

technical assistance which the Bank provides is given in the normal course of

its financing activity and is accordingly completely integrated with capital

assistance. We consider all aspects of a project -- economic, technical,

managerial, organizational, commercial, financial -- in the course of appraising

it for possible Bank Group support, and make suggestions, where this seems

indicated, for improvements of the initial plans in any of these respects. AnrQ,

as the Executive Directors are well aware, it is our standard practice to do all

we can to ensure that the projects we finance are properly carried out. This

is accomplished through periodic visits to the project by the Bank staff, periodic

reporting by the borrower, and frequent consultations to anticipate problems

or to work out solutions when problems neverthelss arise.

In the last few years we have given increased emphasis to the formulation,

-and to the earlier step of identification, of projects suitable for financing

by the Bank or IDA. We are doing this through the work of our own staff, including

economic missions; through the cooperative programs with Unesco and FAO; by

allocating part of a project loan or credit for studies designed to identify other

projects which the Bank Group might finance; through loans or credits for
1/ carried

sector and feasibility studies, /out generally by consultants whose services

1/ A "sector study" is the analysis of a particular sector of the economy looking

to the preparation of a coordinated investment program for the sector and

the identification of projects within it. A "feasibility study" determines

whether projects already identified are economically justified and technically

feasible.
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include training of local personnel; through grants, of up to $200.000, for

smaller preinvestment studies. It is our practice, unless the circumstances

are exceptional, to finance only those studies which appear likely, if the

conclusion is affirmative, to lead to Bank Group financing. We have also

stationed staff members in developing countries with responsibility for

providing assistance to governments in project identification and prepara-

tion, i.e., the Permanent Missions in Eastern and Western Africa, and the

Resident Staff in Indonesia. Similar activities are carried out in the

framework of our agricultural and water development program for East Pakistan.

The U.N. Development Programme (UNDP) asks the Bank to comment on all

requests from governments for UNDP financing of preinvestment studies and

other technical assistance, and takes the Bank's comments into account in

determining its response to the requests. Applicants for UNDP assistance

are asked to indicate, among other things, how the development of the economic

sector involved fits into present or proposed Bank Group operations and how

the specific study or other activity for which TNDP assistance is sought fits

into that sector. The Bank, in providing the UNDP with information relevant

to the latter's evaluation of the request, typically also deals with this

issue.

As the Executive Directors know, the Bank itself has served as Executing

Agency for UNDP-financed preinvestment studies, 10 of which have

already led to Bank Group project financing of about $719 million. Normally,

our willingness to serve as Executing Agency depends upon the extent of our

operational interest in the country or program for which UNDP assistance is

sought, and upon the availability within the Bank of the knowledge and tech-

nical competence required to organize and supervise the particular study.
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Where there is a reasonable prospect that a UNDP-financed study will lead to

a project suitable for Bank Group financing, but where it is unlikely that

the Bank will be Executing Agency, we express "special interest" in the pro-

posed study when responding to the UNDP request for comments. The UNDP will

then instruct the Executing Agency to consult with us during the preparation

and execution of the project, to submit draft terms of reference for the

study and the plan of operation for Bank review, and to provide the Bank with

copies of all reports pertaining to the study. The purpose of these arrange-

ments is to help to assure that our criteria for project identification and

preparation will be met by the Executing Agency and accordingly to facili-

tate and expedite the possibility of Bank Group project financing.

As the Executive Directors know, we are expanding the scope of inquiry

of our comprehensive country economic missions to include o#-aa; b"'gf 'ie

pr rrttra preinvestment surveys and studies required to carry out the develop-

ment program of each developing country and of the relative priority of those

requirements. Them* reports will be made available to other international

institutions, to governments and to the coordinating groups for which the
1/

Bank provides economic reporting services. They should, we believe, help

to insure preparation of an integrated country development program, including

both preinvestment and investment projects, for consideration by not only the

Bank Group but other sources of finance, bilateral as well as multilateral.

In this work we have enlisted the cooperation of the U.N. Development Progr mme,

whose Resident Representatives will be associated with themissions in formu-

lating technical assistance and preinvestment and of the specialized

agencies particularly concerned with the Bank's operations - FAO, ILO, Unesco

and WHO.

1/ See the memorandum analyzing Recommendation No. 12, on aid coordination.
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Conclusion

I agree with the Commission that the coordination of technical and

financial assistance is an essential element in achieving the greatest

possible developmental effectiveness of capital assistance. I believe that

present Bank policy and practice, as well as the directions we plan for the

future, are fully consistent with the Commission's recomrnndation,

Robert S. McNamara
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44MlORANIUQ TO T1E EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: 'earson Coh _ssion Recommendat ion No. 22 Concerning
.CratioofInternational Technical Assistance Corps

Recommend tion

"We recommend, therefore,- that international technical assistance be

strengthened by the creation of national and international corps of

1/technical assistance personnel with adequate career opportunities."

background

The recommendation appears in the context of the Commission's consid-

eration of ways to increase the effectiveness of development aid. The

Commission believes that some redirection of technical assistance is called

for and makes a number of suggestions to that end. It notes that, although

it is reasonable to look forward to increases in the developing countries'

supply of trained manpower -- scientific, technical, administrative and

educational personnel -- the indications are that these countries' require-

ments cannot for some time be met entirely from their own populations. At

the same time, it adds, the supply in donor countries of ptersons competent

to provide technical assistance overseas is limited, and competition for

their services is keen; in consequence, the average quality of those offering
2/

their services"has tended to deteriorate". The Commission also comments

1/ Report, page 185.

2/ Report, pages 183-4.
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that the short-term employment contracts offered to experts recruited for

field work by U.N. agencies often fail to attract qualified personnel and,
1/

in any event, serve to deprive the organization of the benefits of continuity.

One of several measures which the Commission proposes as a means of reversing

this trend is the recommendation to which this memorandum is addressed. The

Commission points out that a permanent corps of development personnel with

adequate career opportunities would offer the elements of continuity and

commitment; it might therefore succeed in attracting greater numbers of

qualified personnel. Moreover, the corps itself, together with cooperating

"national teams", could accelerate the integration of multilateral, technical
2/

and capital assistance, an objective which the Commission also endorses.

Analysis

This recommendation is not explicitly' directed to the Bank; the Com-

mission does not propose that the Bank take the initiative to establish

an international technical assistance corps. In fact, it appears from the

papers prepared by the Commission's staff that the U.N. Development Programme

(UNDP) may have been envisaged as the most appropriate situs. In his study

of the "capacity" of the United Nations system, submitted to the Administrator

of the UNDP in September 1969, Sir Robert Jackson likewise proposed that

1/ Report, page 217.

2/ See Recommendation No. 19, the subject of a separate memorandum.
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a "career service" be established for the permanent staff engaged in planning

and administering the "development cooperation" activities within the U.N.
1/

system, and that the UNDP take the initiative in establishing it.

Our experience confirms both the Commission's view of the importance of

competent technical assistance and its appraisal of the supply situation in

developing and developed countries. We have consistently emphasized to our

borrowers that sound management is essential to the success of a project. We

have normally considered a "management" position to be one which, if unfilled

or filled by an unsuitable individual, would have a significantly adverse effect
2/

on the outcome or objectives of a project. Our own expanded lending

program is adding to the demand for management assistance. We have on

occasion tried to help our borrowers to find qualified personnel, through bi-

lateral technical assistance programs and the international program, the UNDP's

Operational Assistance (OPAS) and its predecessor OPEX. But assistance

1/ A Study of the Capacity of the United Nations Development System, United

Nations, Geneva, 1969. Vol. 1, p. 39. The Study comments that this

proposal is "in keeping" with the Commission's recommendation for a tech-

nical assistance corps.

2/ Thus, the term is viewed as including either an individual or a team,

and such functions as the chief executive ofa power authority, the di-

rector of a highway department or other transport entity, a technical

or engineering director, a financial manager, managers or advisers of

development finance companies, a chief accounting officer, specialists

in agricultural credit or livestock management, educators or educational

administrators, sector economists, architect-administrators, commercial

or marketing specialists, superintendents of highway maintenance, and

the like.
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under bilateral Progras,-prora, althoUgh theoretica.
'b10 in practice for polica rtcly available, may be Unaccept-
g a b lmn p a t c f o r P o li ti c a l c o n s i d e r a t i o n s A s f o r th e in te r n a tio n a l p r o -g ram , bo th OPA S and i ts p redecesso r have been S bj ect t o n u er o f l mit -
tions, Including npriulrtpjc to a nuMber of limita-, in particulr the fact that they have not been ablecareer opportunities. 

to Offer

Because of the difficulties ecountered in finding qua liffle managers,
Particularly for the agricultural projects Which pla su a e n
tile econol'e ofdvl ipay such a large role in
t h e e c o n i r e .o f d e v e l o p i n g c o u n t r i e s * t h e B a n k i t s e l f s e t u n A r c l u a

Development Service (ADS) in 1966 to provide orreai UP an Agricultural

secondment, for agricultural projects in East Africa, 
i-and e,

self employed and seconded managers for several lvestock projcts In LatinandnSULerUsntj
America where there appeared to be no suitale alternative. In Plannin Lg
proslective Bank Group operations for the next several years, the Projects
Departments reviewed the need for managers to operate the projects scheuled
in the program, and concluded that for a large number Of Positions no uali-
fied local managers would be available . r e i sm e r es on to b v a t,

for one or another of th Tere is some reason to believe that,o e o the reasons identified by the Commission, it may not bePossible to fill all these positions wth qualified expatriates, whethertrough direct employment by the Prospective borroer or through the existingbilateral or international programs. The projected shortage Of anaerial
talent might well impede. the successful implementation Of our lending Programin a number of countries To avert this danger, We have under review within
the staff the desirability of establishin an e e rme n tal rei

(additiona
1 to the ADS) under which the Bank would hire and second, on an

1/ See SecM65s17
0 .
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ad hoc basIs, a limited number of managers for Bank--financed projects. Should

we conclude that this would be advisable, I shall put a proposal to the

Executive Directors for approval.

The existence of a corps of technical assistance personnel such as

the Commission recommends might well have obviated the need for the Bank

to consider taking such a step. I believe that it would be feasible to create

such a corps and that the career opportunities it would provide would serve,

perhaps not immediately, but over time, to attract the wide range of compet-

ence for which there is need. I have no doubt that there would be occasion

for the Bank Group, among others, to draw upon a soundly organized corps.

Conclusion

I fully agree with the Commission that the availability of an inter-

national corps with career possibilities could significantly improve the

effectiveness of technical assistance. I believe that the Bank should encourage

creation of such a corps under the auspices of the U.N. Development Programme.

Robert S. McNamara


